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Abstract

Filters of convolutional networks used in com-
puter vision are often visualized as image
patches that maximize the response of the
filter. We use the same approach to inter-
pret weight matrices in simple architectures
for natural language processing tasks. We in-
terpret a convolutional network for sentiment
classification as word-based rules. Using the
rule, we recover the performance of the origi-
nal model.

1 Introduction

When using convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) for computer vision (CV), the convo-
lutional filters can be visualized as small image
patches that maximize the response to the filter
(Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2009; Krizhevsky et al.,
2012). Intuitively, the more similar a window of
the image to the filter visualization, the higher the
neuron activation is.

In natural language processing (NLP), discrete
network inputs are first embedded into a continu-
ous vector space. The projection that follows the
embedding can be interpreted in a similar way as
the filters in CV. We can retrieve the words whose
embeddings have the highest response to the pro-
jection. In this abstract, we use this principle to
reconstruct a CNN for sentence classification us-
ing explicit rules. We present a case study of this
approach using models for sentiment analysis.

2 CNN for Sentiment Analysis

The goal of sentiment analysis is to decide if
a snippet of text speaks positively or negatively
about whatever its content is. We train and eval-
uate our models on the IMDB dataset (Maas et al.,
2011) that contains 17k training, 7.5k validation
and 25k test examples with a balanced number of
positive and negative examples of movie reviews.
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Figure 1: Architecture used for the sentiment analysis.

For our experiments, we use a convolutional
network with max-pooling (Kim, 2014) depicted
in Figure 1. We use word embeddings with di-
mension d = 300, kernel widths k from 1 up to 5
of n = 500 filters.

Formally, for a sequence of word embeddings
xi of dimension d, the output of the network is:
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where Wj ∈ Rd×n and v ∈ Rkn are trainable
parameters. We apply the sigmoid function over
the output and train the network towards the cross-
entropy loss.

We trained the models until convergence and
analyzed the learned weights. Our best model
reached 89% accuracy, the state-of-the-art result
with pre-trained sentence representation is 95%
(Howard and Ruder, 2018).

3 Model Interpretation

For each weight vector in each filter, we find words
whose embeddings have the highest dot-product
with the weight vector. We interpret filters of size
1 as sets of these words. We interpret kernels of
sizes larger than 1 both either as conjunctions or
disjunctions of the neighboring words. In the con-
junction case, we interpret a filter as a set of n-
grams which consists of all combinations of the
words extracted from the weight vectors. In the



Width 1, weight 8 · 10−3:
• 1 (8.345), pointless (7.664), incohrerent (7.270)

Width 1, weight 9 · 10−3:
• perfect (12.186), brilliant (5.268), innocent (5.040)

Width 3, weight −1 · 10−3:
• yawn (7.549), incoherent (6.338), ludicrous (6.117)

• disappointing (4.312), acquit (4.241), appalled (4.233)

• heather (7.362), boredom (5.949), pasolini (5.109)

Table 1: Examples of words extracted from the convo-
lutional filters.

k CNN Rules (&) Rules (∨) Classifier

1 83.4 83.0 83.0 86.2
2 85.9 82.4 81.5 86.2
3 87.2 81.8 81.4 86.0
4 87.7 81.9 81.0 86.1
5 87.8 82.0 81.6 85.9

Table 2: Quantiative results of the sentiment classifier
and its reconstruction for different kernel sizes k.

disjunction case, we interpret the filters as multi-
ple independent filters of size 1. Examples of the
words extracted from the filters are shown in Ta-
ble 1.

We interpret the max-pooling over time as an
existential quantifier and thus the whole sentence
representation as asking for the presence of par-
ticular words or n-grams, i.e., as a set of binary
features.

We conduct two experiments with extracted fea-
tures. First, based on the weight vector v, we sort
the features as contributing to positive or negative
sentiment and label the sentences with the prevail-
ing class. Second, we train a linear classifier based
on the binary features.

The quantitative results of the experiments are
shown in Table 2. There is only a minor differ-
ence between interpreting the filters as conjunc-
tions and disjunctions. This shows that the filters
of width 1 are the most important ones and also
that neither of our interpretation of the wider fil-
ters is entirely correct.

The experiments with the linear classifier show
that when the filters are interpreted as simple fea-
ture extractors, the model performance can be
fully recovered.

Kernel size

1 2 3 4 5

ADJ 46.1 43.7 37.2 33.2 30.7
ADV 15.8 9.2 11.2 11.9 10.7
NOUN 14.6 15.8 19.1 20.5 24.6
VERB 11.2 16.6 19.4 20.1 19.0
PROPN 1.1 6.1 5.7 8.2 8.5
NUM 6.9 4.9 4.4 3.7 4.0
rest 4.4 3.8 2.9 2.6 2.6

Table 3: Percentage of POS tags in extracted words for
different kernel sizes.

4 Filter Analysis

We analyze the part-of-speech of the extracted
words. We computed the most frequent POS tag
for each word based on English Web Treebank
(Silveira et al., 2014).We then computed statistics
of the most frequent POS tag for words extracted
from the network filters.

The statistics are shown in Table 3. The most
frequent POS tag among the extracted word is
adjective. With increasing network capacity, the
model becomes sensitive to nouns and proper
nouns. The proportion of function words de-
creases with the increasing kernel size which sug-
gests that it is unlikely that the filters of large ker-
nel size would capture more complex phrases.

We also compared the words extracted from the
filters using Opinion Lexicon (Hu and Liu, 2004)
containing 4.8k words contributing to negative and
2.0k contributing to positive sentiment. Regard-
less of the model, approximately 60 % of the ex-
tracted words appear in the lexicon. If we label
the words the sign of the corresponding weight
from vector v, we get precision over 99 % for
both words contributing to the negative and pos-
itive sentiment with respect to the lexicon.

5 Conclusions & Future Work

We showed that the first layer of a CNN for senti-
ment analysis can be interpreted as responding to
particular words on input. Using these rules, we
fully reconstruct a model for sentiment classifica-
tion.

As future work, we would like to extend this ap-
proach for more complex architectures and other
NLP tasks.
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